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Scene 0

Welcome to Movie Studio Island (tutorial)

Setting

Outside Discovery Studios

Target vocabulary

Movies: movie star, studios

Target structures

Do you like (Madley Kool)?
He’s my favorite (movie star).

(can’t) wait, angry, baseball cap, bracelet, charm [n],
comic book, get into, get past, have to, look like,
Vocabulary
meet, need, now, security guard, security pass, show
[v], take, will
Extension
Structures

Here, take (my red cap).
Let me (see your pass).
Please help me.
Welcome to (Discovery Studios).
You have to (find it)!
You will (need this cap).

Walkthrough
Objective Your objective for Scene 0 is to gain entry to Discovery Studios.
Intro
You have been invited on a
guided tour of Discovery Studios
with movie star Favolina Jolly.
You will be greeted outside the
entrance to the studios by
Favolina’s PA. Before long
however, the star herself will
storm into view, complaining
about a missing bracelet. She
demands that you find it.

y Favolina Jolly (right) and her PA (center)

Favolina will exit as abruptly as she arrived, leaving her PA to prepare you for
this new assignment. She will first give you an item card showing an outline
image of Favolina’s missing bracelet. You will see that the bracelet comprises
eight charms, all different shapes. You must collect all of them and return the
bracelet to Favolina fully restored. After giving you the bracelet card, the PA will
give you a security pass and a Picture Dictionary.
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Step 1
Go right until you reach a man wearing a red cap. As
you approach, you’ll notice the wind blow a comic
book out of his hands and onto the ledge above his
head.

Step 2
Jump up to the ledge above and retrieve
the comic book. Make contact with the item
to collect it.
Go back to the man with the red cap. Click
on him to give him the comic book. He will
give you a red baseball cap in return.

Step 3
Go right and you will come across Stacey Autograph
outside the souvenir shop. Interaction with Stacey is
non-essential to your objectives, as with a number of
characters throughout the Level, but students can
speak to her simply to gain practice in some useful
language. Click on her to speak to her.
Step 4
Continue right until you get to a security
gate with a guard in front of it. Speak to
him and he’ll prompt you for your pass.
Put on the red baseball cap in your
inventory, so that your appearance fits
that of the photo on your pass, then click
“Use” on the security pass item card.
The security guard will thank you and
allow you access to Discovery Studios.
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Chatroom
Before you leave the Scene, note the
location of the chatroom. This can be
accessed by clicking on the entrance to
the souvenir shop. The chatroom allows
you to communicate or play language
games with other online users.

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 1 (

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click once the cursor is
a “Go right” symbol.
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Scene 1

The trailers

Setting

Movie studio trailers

Target vocabulary

Activities: cleaning, climbing, cooking, making (a
movie), playing computer games, playing soccer,
playing the guitar, reading, riding a scooter, riding my
bike, skateboarding, skiing, swimming, watching TV
Other: movie star

Target structures

(Madley) likes/doesn’t like (skateboarding).
Do you like (skateboarding)?
I like (chatting online).
What do you like doing?
Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

actor, apron, beautiful, boxes, chatting online,
Vocabulary computer game, correct [adj], feather duster, mixed
up, saucepan, skateboard, trailers, wrong
Extension
Structures

Can I help you?
Great job!
I need someone who likes (skateboarding).
I think (you are looking for this).
Thanks for (all your help).

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the silver charm,
shaped like an arrowhead, from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Help the Director find the correct characters for his movie
Go right and speak to the director (wearing a blue beret). He is looking for people
with specific skills for his movie. Find them and lead them back to the director.

y Director: “I’m making a movie. I need someone who likes skateboarding.”
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Find the man with a skateboard and speak to him. Then go back and click on the
director—the man with a skateboard will follow you to him.

Director’s request

Character to find

Location

I need someone who likes
skateboarding.

On the roof of Building 6
(to the left of the gray
building behind Favolina’s
trailer).

I need someone who likes
playing guitar.

On the ground in front of
Building 6.

I need someone who likes
skiing.

On a ledge along the side
of Building 7 (behind
Madley Kool’s trailer).

Once you have returned all the people to the director, he will thank you for your
help.
Adventure 2: Place the correct items in the correct trailers
Go right until you reach Favolina’s PA standing by a delivery van and a stack of
boxes. Speak to the PA and she will ask you to sort the boxes into the correct
trailers (Favolina’s or Madley’s). Click on the flashing stack of boxes and the PA
will tell you what is inside one of them. Take it to the correct trailer. After
dropping off each box, return to the PA for another, until they’ve all been sorted.
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y Favolina’s PA: “Ah, a skateboard. Madley likes skateboarding.”
Enter Madley’s trailer and click “Use” on the skateboard item card.

Favolina Jolly’s trailer

Madley Kool’s trailer

book

saucepan

skateboard

guitar

“Madley doesn’t
like reading, but
Favolina does.”

“Favolina likes
cooking, but
Madley doesn’t.”

“Madley likes
skateboarding.”

“Madley likes
playing the
guitar.”

feather duster

computer game

scooter

“Madley doesn’t
like cleaning, but
Favolina does.”

“Madley doesn’t
like playing
computer games.”

“Madley likes
riding a scooter.”
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Once you’ve sorted all the items into the correct trailers, Madley Kool will appear
and give you one of the charms from Favolina’s bracelet.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
In front of Building 7 you’ll find a woman wearing a bike helmet. Speak to her
and she will give you a hat and apron.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Click on the arcade machine outside Building 6. This will take you to a game of
Match card to revise vocabulary on the topic of Activities.
playing
soccer

riding a
scooter

skateboarding

playing the
guitar

watching
TV

playing
computer
games

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the horse prop by Building 6 and click
on it. This will take you to a game of
Hungry Shark to revise and extend
vocabulary on the topic of Activities.

cleaning

cooking

reading

skiing

swimming

climbing

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Exiting the Scene
To Scene 2 (
To Scene 0 '

Scene 2

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click once your cursor
is a “Go right” symbol.
Go to the far left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is
a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map.

Wildlife Studio
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Setting

A studio set for a wildlife movie

Target vocabulary

Animal food: fruit, grass, insects, leaves, meat
Animals: crocodile, elephant, giraffe, hippo, lion,
monkey, parrot
Other: Africa, live [v], river

Target structures

(Lions) eat (meat).
(Lions) live in (Africa).
What do (lions) eat?

all about, animal keeper, answer [v], beware, bring
(back), feed [v], get [to bring], know, last [final],
Vocabulary
looking after, one [as substitution], questions [n], so
much
Extension
Structures

(The animals) have gone.
I know all about animals.
No, try again.
Take (the food) to (the animal).
What do (crocodiles) do?
Where do (lions) live?

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the yellow charm
from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Help find and feed the animal keeper’s animals
Go right until you get to the animal keeper, dressed in green camouflaged
clothing. Speak to her and she’ll explain that the animals have gone missing. To
retrieve them you’ll need to start by finding Jungle Man and speaking to him. The
animal keeper will give you a missing animals list.
After speaking to the animal keeper, go left until you reach a tall tree with steps
spiraling up it. Jump up the steps to the top to find Jungle Man waiting in a tree
house. Speak to him then answer his questions. Each time you give a correct
answer, he’ll give you some animal food. Take the food to the animal and then
lead the animal to the animal keeper.
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y Acquire the meat from Jungle Man, find the lion and click on it. The lion will
begin to follow you. Lead it back to the animal keeper then click on her. The
animal will be returned to its cage.
Question

What do lions
eat?

What do
monkeys eat?

What do giraffes
eat?

Answer

Take the food to the animal

Lions eat
meat.

Jungle Man will give
you some meat. Go
down to the base of the
tree and find the lion
on your right. Click on
it to give it the meat.

Monkeys eat
fruit.

Jungle Man will give
you some fruit. Come
down from the tree
house and go right until
you reach the animal
keeper. The monkey is
in the tree behind her.

Giraffes eat
leaves.

Jungle Man will give
you some leaves.
Jump down to the base
of the tree and find the
giraffe by the rock on
your left.
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What do
elephants eat?

Elephants
eat grass.

Jungle Man will give
you some grass. Come
down from the tree
house and go left. You’ll
find the elephant
behind some trees to
the right of the wooden
crates.

When you’ve returned all the animals to the animal keeper, she will thank you
and then notice one of the missing charms from Favolina’s bracelet lodged on the
tusk of the elephant. She will give it to you.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventure 1)
Find Raymond Meerkat by the small area of water in the middle of the Scene.
Speak to him and he’ll give you a safari jacket.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventure 1)
Find the arcade machine by the animal cages to the right of the Scene. Click on it
to activate a Quiz to revise vocabulary on the topic of Animals.
Question

Answer

Lions eat insects. True or false?

False

Crocodiles swim in the river. True or false?

True

Elephants live in Africa. True or false?

True

Giraffes eat meat. True or false?

False

Crocodiles eat leaves. True or false?

False

Lions eat meat. True or false?
Parrots swim in the river. True or false?

True
False

To win: 4/7 correct answers
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Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the studio light directly left of Jungle
Man’s tree house, in the corner where the
metal girders of the set form a right
angle. Click on it to activate a game of
Photo Shoot to revise vocabulary on the
topic of Animals.

hippo

lion

elephant

crocodile

giraffe

monkey

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 3 (
To Scene 1 '

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click on the door to the
right of the staircase. Your cursor will change to an “Exit” symbol.
Go to the far left of the Scene at ground level and click on the
door to the left of the wooden crates. Your cursor will change to
an “Exit” symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 3

Special Effects Department

Setting

Exterior and interior of the Discovery Studios Special Effects
Department

Target vocabulary

Feelings: happy, sad
Seasons: fall, spring, summer, winter
Weather: cloud, cloudy, rain, rainy, snow, snowy,
stormy, sun, sunny, wind, windy

Target structures

What’s the weather like (in France)?

broken, button(s), famous, France, get back to, inside,
Vocabulary scene, ski goggles, ski, special effects, sure, take
(this) back to, wordsearch, work [n]
Extension
Structures

Try looking (on the roof).
Well done! / Good job!
What do you do (in the winter)?
Who are you?

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the green charm
from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Help the special effects man complete his wordsearch
Go right until you reach the special effects man. Speak to him and he’ll set you a
wordsearch challenge.
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stormy
windy
cloudy
rainy
snowy
sad
happy
summer
winter
spring
y Click, hold down the mouse button, and drag the cursor to
draw a line through a word. Release the button when ready.
Once the wordsearch is complete, the special effects man will invite you inside
the Special Effects Department. Click on the studio doors to enter.
Adventure 2: Find the buttons for the special effects machine
Climb the stairs to the first floor and speak to the special effects man again. He
will explain that the special effects machine is broken and in need of some
buttons to make it work. He’ll give you a missing buttons list and task you with
finding them. If you speak to the technicians around the Special Effects
Department, they’ll give you information on the whereabouts of the buttons.
When you find a button, make contact with it to collect it.
cloud button

Find the cloud button on the second floor of
the Special Effects Department (Scene 3).

rain button
“Try looking on the roof."
Find the rain button on the roof of the Special
Effects Department (Scene 3).
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sun button
“Try looking in the Wildlife Studio.”
Find the sun button on top of the monkey’s
cage in the wildlife studio (Scene 2).
snow button
“Try looking in Favolina’s trailer.”
Find the snow button inside Favolina’s trailer
(Scene 1).

Once you’ve collected all the buttons, go back to the special effects man and
speak to him. He will thank you and use them to fix the special effects machine.
Speak to the special effects man again and ask him what the weather’s like in
scene 1 (a movie is being shot in the studio room below you). Follow his
instruction by clicking below the correct icon on the machine. Continue like this
for the other three weather types.

y Special effects man: “It’s cloudy in scene 1.”
Click below the cloudy button.
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Question

Answer

What’s the weather like in scene 1?

It’s cloudy in scene 1.

What’s the weather like in scene 2?

It’s rainy in scene 2.

What’s the weather like in scene 3?

It’s sunny in scene 3.

What’s the weather like in scene 4?

It’s snowy in scene 4.

After following all of the special effects man’s directions, he will reward you with a
piece of Favolina’s bracelet.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find Jean Claude inside the Special Effects Department on the ground floor.
Speak to him and he will give you ski goggles.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find the arcade machine inside the Special Effects Department on the top floor. It
can be located to the left of the large computer with four screens. Click on it to
activate a game of Photo Shoot to revise vocabulary on the topics of Weather and
Seasons.

fall

spring

summer

winter

To win: 3/4 correct answers

Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the computer screen inside the
Special Effects Department on the top
floor. It’s positioned on the far left of a
row of four computer screens. Click on it
to activate a game of Hungry Shark to
revise vocabulary on the topic of Weather.
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rainy

snowy

windy

cloudy

stormy

sunny

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Exiting the Scene
To Scene 4 (
To Scene 2 '

Click on the bus stop sign to the left of the Special Effects
Department (exterior).
Starting from a position outside the Special Effects Department,
go to the far left of the Scene. Click once your cursor has
changed to a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 4

Recreation area

Setting

A recreation area for actors and crew members: includes a general
exterior and the interior of a skate park

Target vocabulary

Activities: do ballet/karate/gymnastics, go
skateboarding, go swimming, has a piano/ballet lesson
Times of day: afternoon, evening, morning
Transport: bike, boat, bus, car, scooter, train

Target structures

It’s (half past three).
Madley (goes skateboarding) at (4 o’clock) on
(Tuesdays).
What does (Madley) do on (Monday mornings)?

Activities: does filming, study acting/English
Vocabulary Other: assistant, beat [v], coffee, diary, got [past
simple], high score, page(s), piece, prize, skate park
Extension
Structures

I work for (Madley Kool).
What time is it?

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the blue charm
from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Help Phil O’Fax find his diary pages
Go right, past the swimming pool, until you reach a man in a shirt and tie called
Phil O’Fax. As you approach, pieces of a diary page will be blown out of his hands
and across the Scene to various locations. Speak to him and he’ll ask you to help
him find them. Collect each piece of a diary page—there are eight in total.
Diary piece

Location

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Midway across the third floor of the cafe.
On the first floor of the cafe, on the left-hand side.
By the outside dining area of the gym, found two levels up.
On a ledge outside the skate park, above the left-hand doorway.
On the ground outside the gym.
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Saturday
Sunday
Months

On top of the diving board to the left of the swimming pool.
On the second floor of the cafe, on the right-hand side.
On the ground outside the cafe, near the spiky-haired customer.

Once you’ve collected all eight pieces of the diary page, return to Phil O’Fax and
speak to him. He’ll ask you to put the diary page back together again.

y Click on a piece of diary page, hold down the mouse button, and drag it into
position. Release the mouse button to drop it in place.
After returning the completed diary page to Phil
O’Fax, speak to him again. He will ask you to find
Madley Kool and take him to the skate park. Phil
will also give you the reassembled diary page.
Find Madley Kool by the dining area of the gym,
two levels up. Speak to him and he’ll walk off to go
skateboarding. Follow him towards the skate park
to the right of the gym and enter it through the
doorway on the left-hand side of the building.

Adventure 2: Beat Madley Kool’s high score
Once inside the skate park, you’ll notice a glass elevator to your right. Click on
the entrance to this (your cursor will change to an “Up” symbol) and it will take
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you to the level above. Here, you’ll find Madley. Speak to him and he’ll challenge
you to beat his high score on the skateboard half pipe.
You’ll be taken to a full view of the half pipe and given questions. Students should
answer these by referring to the diary page in their inventory (making sure to use
it before the time runs out) and then selecting the correct option.
Question

Answer

What does Madley do on Monday mornings?

He has a ballet lesson.

What does Madley do on Tuesday afternoons?

He goes skateboarding.

What does Madley do on Wednesday evenings?

He goes swimming.

What does Madley do on Thursday afternoons?

He studies acting.

What does Madley do on Friday mornings?

He has a piano lesson.

What does Madley do on Saturday evenings?

He goes skateboarding.

What does Madley do on Sunday afternoons?

He studies acting.

To win: 5/7 correct answers
If you earn between 500 and 700 points, you will beat Madley’s 450 point high
score. He’ll give you a piece of Favolina Jolly’s bracelet as a reward.

Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Go to the opposite side of the skateboard half pipe to Madely Kool and you’ll find
Sam. Speak to him and he will give you a skateboard.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find the arcade machine outside the skate park. Click on it to activate a game of
Litterbugs to revise and extend vocabulary on the topic of Activities.
go
skateboarding

do ballet

do karate

go
swimming

do
gymnastics

study
English

To win: 3/6 correct answers
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Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Click on the red-and-yellow umbrella
behind the swimming pool—the one on
the left-hand side of the pool. This will
take you to a game of Match card to
revise vocabulary on the topic of
Transportation.

car

bike

bus

train

scooter

boat

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 5 (
To Scene 3 '

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click once your cursor
is a “Go right” symbol.
Go to the far left of the Scene and click on the bus stop sign,
located to the left of the cafe. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 5

Costume studio

Setting

Exterior and interior of the costume department/studio

Target vocabulary

Jobs: actor(s), astronaut, ballet dancer, basketball
player, builder, chef, doctor, farmer, movie star,
firefighter, police officer

Target structures

Do you want to (swap costumes with me)?
I want to (get into the costume studio).
I want to be (a ballet dancer).
Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

Jobs: artist, athlete, designer, director, extra [movie],
writer
Vocabulary
Other: can [for permission], costume, give, in the
Extension
way, props, start, swap
Structures

You can (have my crown).

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the purple charm
from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Help the Director move the props from the doorway
Go right and speak to the director (carrying a clipboard). She will ask you to help
her move the props that block the entrance to the costume studio. Do this by
jumping on the head of the dinosaur. You will then be able to enter the building.

y Jump on the head of the dinosaur to clear the prop.
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Adventure 2: Help the costume designer put the extras in the correct costumes
Once inside the costume studio, go right, and speak to the costume designer. He
will explain that the actors have the wrong costumes. He would like you to help
him rectify this. He will give you an astronaut costume, after which you must
speak to the actors until you find one who wants to be an astronaut. When you
do, agree to swap costumes with them. Continue in this way until all the actors
are correctly dressed.
Ruby

Extra 3

Extra 1

Extra 2

Costume designer

Extra 4

Swap the astronaut costume with Extra 4 for a firefighter costume.
Swap the firefighter costume with Extra 2 for a doctor costume.
Swap the doctor costume with Extra 3 for a farmer costume.
Swap the farmer costume with Extra 1 for a police officer costume.
Once all the actors have the correct costumes, speak to the costume designer
again. He will give you another piece of the bracelet.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
To the right of Extra 2, in front of a closet on the upper floor of the costume
studio, you’ll find a female extra in period dress. Speak to her and she’ll give you
a crown.
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Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find the arcade machine outside the costume studio. Click on it to activate a
game of Match card to revise and extend vocabulary on the topic of Jobs.
basketball player

police officer

writer

builder

farmer

ballet dancer

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the “Costume Department” sign on
the wall outside the building and click on
it. This will take you to a game of Spell
drop to revise and extend vocabulary on
the topic of Jobs.

astronaut

doctor

builder

artist

chef

athlete

To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 6 (
To Scene 4 '

Starting from a position outside the costume studio, go to the far
left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is a “Go left”
symbol.
Starting from a position outside the costume studio, go to the far
right edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is a “Go right”
symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 6

Dino Park

Setting

The Dino Park movie set

Target vocabulary

Actions: climb (up), run, swim
Body: claws, jaws, leg, tail
Geographical features: bridge, mountain, rain
forest, river, valley, waterfall
Prepositions of place: behind, in, next to, on, under

Target structures

—

Actions: hide, run away (from), stop
Geographical features: cave, lake
Vocabulary Other: ask, bone, crew, diagram, dinosaur, doggie
snacks, expert, mask, mechanical, missing, parts,
Extension
rope, run, some, T-Rex
Structures

(They know) where (the parts are).
There are some (sharp claws in the costume room).

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the pink charm
from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Help fix the Dino Park mechanical T-Rex
Go right and speak to the Director of Dino Park (carrying a megaphone). Some of
the parts have gone missing from the mechanical model dinosaur for the movie
Dino Park and, as a result, it can’t walk. The director wants you to retrieve the
parts. He will give you a diagram of the mechanical T-Rex to help.
Go right and speak to the movie crew on and around the scaffolding for
information on where the parts can be found. There are four crew members in
total.
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Directions

Image

“There’s a long tail next to the cameras.”
Stay in Dino Park (Scene 6). On the ground, to
the right of the two movie cameras, and left of
the large Dino Park entrance gate, you’ll find
the T-Rex tail. Click on it to collect it.
“There are some strong jaws on the roof.”
Go to the costume studio exterior (Scene 5).
Find the scaffolding to the right of the Scene,
behind the sarcophagus prop. Jump up it and
you’ll see the T-Rex jaws on the roof of the
Dino Park movie set. Click on them.
“There are some sharp claws in the costume
studio.”
Go to the costume studio interior (Scene 5).
Once inside, you’ll see some T-Rex claws on a
stool to the left of the entrance. Click on them.
“There’s a big leg next to the cafe.”
Go to the recreation area (Scene 4). When you
get there, go to the cafe on the left of the
Scene. You’ll find the T-Rex leg on the ground,
to the right of the cafe. Click on it.
When you’ve collected all the missing parts of the mechanical T-Rex, go back to
the Director of Dino Park and click on him to return them to him. He will thank
you then move right to begin directing the movie.
Adventure 2: Follow the director’s instructions to fulfill your new role in Dino
Park
Go right and speak to the Director of Dino Park again. He will give you a part in
the movie. Follow his directions, navigating your way through the set, while at
the same time avoiding a pterodactyl that pursues you overhead.
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! If the pterodactyl swoops and catches you, it will take you back to the Dino Park
entrance gate and you’ll have to restart the activity.

“Run in the rain forest.”
Run to the right, through the trees and
rain forest vegetation.

“Swim under the bridge.”
When you reach the bridge, take the path
down toward the water rather than
heading over the bridge. Once in the
water, swim to the right.
“Hide behind the waterfall.”
Continue to the right and you’ll reach
some large rocks that form a ridge leading
round behind a waterfall. Go behind the
waterfall to hide from the pterodactyl.
“Climb up the rope.”
Go right, come out from behind the
waterfall, and then jump up and right onto
the level above. Continue to the right,
along the sloping rock until you reach the
rope. Jump onto this and climb up it to
the top.
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“Stop in the cave.”
At the top of the rope, go right. Stop
outside the entrance to the cave.

When you reach the cave, the Director of Dino Park will thank you and reward
you with a piece of Favolina’s bracelet.
After completing Adventure 2 (for which you’ll earn a silver star), the pterodactyl
will end its pursuit and you’ll be free to explore the Dino Park set. Use the
opportunity to gather two essential items, if you haven’t done so already.

doggie snacks
Find this item to the left of the Dino
Park entrance gate.
bone
Find this lying on the ground in the
rain forest area of the Dino Park set,
to the left of the dinosaur rib cage.

Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find the dinosaur expert to the left of the Dino Park entrance gate. Speak to him
and he’ll give you a dinosaur mask.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find the arcade machine near the mop and bucket towards the beginning of the
Scene. Click on it to activate a game of Litterbugs to revise and extend
vocabulary on the topic of Geographical features.
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waterfall

mountain

rain forest

river

valley

lake

To win: 3/6 correct answers

Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the guitar case in front of the stack of
boxes towards the beginning of the Scene.
Click on it to activate a Quiz to revise and
extend vocabulary on the topics of Actions
and Geographical features.

Answers
You can swim in a river.
You can climb a mountain.
Tarantulas live in the rain forest.
There's a crocodile under the bridge.
There's a big waterfall on the river.
There's a river in the valley.
To win: 4/6 correct answers

Exiting the Scene
To Scene 7 (
To Scene 5 '

Go to the far left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor
changes to a “Go left” sign. Once outside the Dino Park set
(Scene 5), click on the bus stop sign to your left.
Go the far left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is a
“Go left” sign. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 7

The Wild West

Setting

A studio set for a Wild West movie

Target vocabulary

Target structures

Actions: drink, eat, go home, go skateboarding, go to
school, hide, play computer games, run, sing and
dance, sleep
Feelings: angry, excited, happy, hungry, sad, scared,
thirsty, tired
Because (this movie is really bad)!
I’m (happy).
Why are you (angry)?
Why is (the dog under the house)?

Actions: finish [v], take (a photo), talk, write
Jobs: photographer, reporter
Vocabulary
Other: anywhere, looking at, looking for, finished
Extension
[adj], late, reward, sick, story
Structures

Good work!

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the red charm
from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Take photographs of the actors’ emotions
Go right and speak to Harry Clapperboard. The photographer, who was due to
photograph the actors on set, is sick and Harry would like you to do it instead. A
pop-up window will load showing a view of the studio’s Wild West set, as seen
from behind a camera. Photograph the actors according the Harry’s instructions.

y Harry Clapperboard: “Take a photo of a happy actor.”
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Use the cursor to point the camera in the desired direction. When you find the
happy actor, click to take a photo. Thumbnails of each image are stored below the
camera’s viewfinder, up to a maximum of eight.
1
2
3
4
5

Take
Take
Take
Take
Take

a
a
a
a
a

photo
photo
photo
photo
photo

of
of
of
of
of

a happy actor.
an angry actor.
an excited actor.
a scared actor.
a sad actor.

From left to right:

Angry actor

Sad actor

¤

Happy actor

¤

Scared actor
¤

¤

Excited actor
¤

When you’ve completed the activity, Harry will give you a camera to keep and
use wherever you go on Movie Studio Island.
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Adventure 2: Help Harriet Hack complete her newspaper article
Continue right until you reach Harriet Hack
(wearing glasses and holding a bag). Speak to
her and she’ll ask you for help finishing a story
for the Discovery Island News. By way of
researching the story, she’ll ask you to speak to
all the actors. Speak to all five actors in turn.

Angry
Sad
Happy
Scared
Excited

You:
actor:
You:
actor:
You:
actor:
You:
actor:
You:
actor:

Why are
Because
Why are
Because
Why are
Because
Why are
Because
Why are
Because

you angry?
this movie is really bad!
you sad?
the movie is finished.
you happy?
this is a really great movie!
you scared?
I need to get a new job!
you excited?
I can watch the movie now.

Once you’ve spoken to all the actors, find Harriet Hack standing near the bus stop
on the far left of the Scene. Speak to her and she’ll prompt you to use the
computer to her right. Click on the flashing computer screen. An expanded view of
the screen will appear in a pop-up window with a word processed newspaper
article displayed on it. The article is incomplete however; you must finish it.

I’m happy because the movie is really
great!
I’m sad because the movie is finished!
I’m excited because I can watch the
movie now!
I’m angry because the movie is really
bad!
I’m scared because I need a new job!
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y Match the clauses on the left to the sentence fragments on the right. Click on
one of the clauses, hold down the mouse button, and drag it to the correct box on
the right. Release the mouse button to drop it in place.
When you’ve finished the newspaper article, close the window. If all the sentences
are correct, Harriet will reward you with a piece of Favolina’s bracelet.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Go to the far right of the movie set and you’ll find a crew member standing in
front of a house, wearing a yellow baseball cap. Speak to him and he’ll tell you
there’s a dog under the house looking for bones. Go into your inventory and click
“Use” on the bone item card to lure the dog out. The dog will now start to follow
you.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1 and 2)
Find the arcade machine outside the studio on the far right-hand side of the
Scene. Click on it to activate a game of Spell drop to revise vocabulary on the
topic of Feelings.
thirsty

sad

angry

scared

excited

happy

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the movie camera towards the
beginning of the Scene, to the right of the
computer desk. Click on it to activate a
Quiz to revise vocabulary on the topics of
Feelings and Actions.
Answers
I’m happy. I want to sing and dance.
I’m sad. I want to go home.
I’m tired. I want to sleep.
I’m thirsty. I want to drink.
I’m scared. I want to hide.
I’m hungry. I want to eat.
To win: 4/6 correct answers
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Exiting the Scene
To Scene 8 (
To Scene 5 '

Go to the far right edge of the Scene and click once your cursor
changes to a “Go right” symbol.
Go to the far left of the Scene and click on the bus stop sign. This
will take you to Scene 5, outside the Dino Park studio. To get to
Scene 6 from here, go right. Alternatively, use your map.
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Scene 8

The Revenge Of Lobzilla

Setting

A beach on Movie Studio Island

Target vocabulary

Activities: fishing, horseback riding, sailing,
snorkeling, surfing, swimming
Prepositions of place: behind, in, next to, on, under

Target structures

I’m (scared of water).
I’m bored with (acting).
I’m not (scared of horses).
I’m terrified of (sharks).
What’s (Daredevil Dan) doing?

Activities: sunbathing, water-skiing
Movies: cut [movie], stunt actor/man
Other: binoculars, catch [to trap], coconut shack,
Vocabulary
fishing rod, lifeguard station, list, lobster, found,
maybe, relax, sail, sand, sandcastle, snorkel,
Extension
surfboard, thought [present perfect]
Structures

(Tell me) what (these stunt actors are doing).
Have you ever (thought about acting)?

Walkthrough
Objective

Your objective for this Scene is to find the circular
silver charm from Favolina’s bracelet.

Adventure 1: Find Bob Prop-Hunter’s missing props
Go right until you reach a man dressed in a
white suit and black bowtie, named Bob PropHunter. Speak to him and he’ll ask you to help
him find some props. He will then give you a
list of missing props. Search the Scene for
the four props. Speak to the people around the
beach, including the lifeguard, for directions on
where to find them.
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Directions

Image

“There’s a fishing rod in the sand behind the
Coconut Shack.”
Go to the Coconut Shack toward the beginning of
the Scene. Behind the bar stool on the far right,
you’ll find a fishing rod. Click on it to collect it.
fishing rod
“There’s a snorkel in the sand under the
sandcastle.”
Go to the large sandcastle approximately halfway
along the beach. When you get there you’ll notice a
snorkel in the sand.
To unearth the snorkel, stand in the vicinity of it
and click “Use” on the doggie snacks item card in
your inventory. The snacks will incite the dog from
Scene 7 to dig up the snorkel for you.

snorkel

“There’s a surfboard on the Lifeguard station.”
Go to the Lifeguard station towards the right-hand
side of the beach. Go up the wooden ramp then
jump up to the roof of the structure. Collect the
surfboard on the right of the roof.
surfboard

“There’s a sail in the sand next to the water.”
Go to the far right of the beach and, just before
you reach the pier, you’ll find a sail sticking
upright out of the sand. Click on it to collect it.
sail
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Once you’ve collected all the missing props, return to Bob Prop-Hunter. Speak to
him and return the props.
Adventure 2: Tell Ouchy McTumble what the stunt actors are doing
Go to the pier on the far right-hand side of the beach. Speak to Ouchy McTumble
(in a tartan beret), a future stunt actor hopeful. There are four professional stunt
actors in the area and Ouchy wants you to tell him what they’re doing. He will
give you a list of stunt actors and then ask a question about each of them.
Click on the binoculars to his right to find out what they’re doing and then answer
him.

y Ouchy McTumble: “What’s Daredevil Dan doing?”
Use the green arrows to skip through the stunt actors until you find Daredevil
Dan. Make a mental note of what he’s doing and then close down the window.
Answer Ouchy’s question by choosing the correct speech option.
Answers will vary to a degree (surfing, swimming, sailing, or horseback
riding).
What’s Daredevil Dan doing?

What’s Fearless Phylis doing?

What’s Adrenaline Angie doing?
What’s Lethal Lester doing?
When you’ve finished, Ouchy will thank you for your help.
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Adventure 3: Catch Lobzilla, the Giant Lobster
Find the female director (carrying a megaphone) on the beach, to the left of the
large sandcastle. Speak to her and she’ll give you a part in the Lobzilla movie that
they’re shooting on the beach. Follow each of her directions.

y Director: “Go horseback riding.”
Click on the horse and then ride it to the right, avoiding the watery projectiles
being propelled by Lobzilla. You will dismount when you have ridden far enough
to the right.
Director

Action

Go horseback
riding.

Click on the horse then ride to the right. You will dismount
once you are past the Lifeguard station.

Go snorkeling.

Click on the snorkel mask. Head into the water and swim to
the right. Continue to the right and you’ll reach a small
island. This is where you’ll stop and remove your mask.

Go sailing.

Click on the sail. Go right and you’ll stop when you approach
the edge of the Scene.

Go surfing.

Click on the surfboard. Go right and you’ll stop when you
approach the edge of the Scene.

Go fishing.

Click on the fishing rod. An automated sequence involving
Madley Kool will play out in which he defeats Lobzilla.
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! If you get hit by one of Lobzilla’s projectiles, you will have to start back at the
point where the director last gave you instructions.
Outro
After picking up the fishing rod, Madley will ride into view on a wave. You’ll throw
the rod straight into his hands as he surfs past. He’ll deftly cast his line, hook the
power core in Lobzilla’s back, and sling it to shore, disabling the creature and
causing it to sink back into the depths of the sea.
Having defeated Lobzilla, you will surf back to shore with Madley and be greeted
by the director, elated by a successfully executed action sequence. In front of you
in the sand, you’ll see Lobzilla’s power core which will, without warning, explode.
This seems to herald the unexpected entrance of a certain Movie Studio Island
star: Favolina Jolly! Fortuitously, she is just in time since the final missing piece
of her bracelet is discovered inside the exploded power core. You will then return
the bracelet to her fully restored.
Following this, students should make sure all the supplementary activities are
completed if they want to earn eight gold stars on their report card.
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1, 2 and 3)
Click on the arcade machine to the right of the Coconut Shack. It will take you to
a game of Match card to revise vocabulary on the topic of Sports equipment.
surfboard

fishing
rod

cycle
helmet

sail

snorkel

sneakers

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Supplementary activity (available after Adventures 1, 2 and 3)
Find Carmen Flaminga to the right of the Coconut Shack, wearing a light blue hat
with flowers in it. Speak to her and she’ll give you her sunglasses.
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Book link activity (available at any time upon entering the Scene)
Find the crab moving around in front of the
Coconut Shack. Click on it to activate a
game of Photo Shoot to revise and extend
vocabulary on the topic of Activities.
fishing

surfing

snorkeling

sailing

sunbathing

water-skiing

To win: 4/6 correct answers
Exiting the Scene
To Scene 7 '

Go to the far left edge of the Scene and click once your cursor is
a “Go left” symbol. Alternatively, use your map.
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Glossary of items
Scene 0
bracelet

Collect all eight charms to complete Favolina Jolly’s
bracelet. Each time you collect a charm, it will appear on
the item card.

security pass

Give this to the security guard at the entrance to
Discovery Studios. You’ll need to put the red cap on first.

Picture Dictionary

Use this to look up unfamiliar words. You will find a picture
and the pronunciation for each headword.

comic book

Give this to the man with the red cap and he will give you
his cap in return.

baseball cap

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item. You won’t be able to use
the security pass without first putting this on.

Scene 1
book

Click “USE” on this item card inside Favolina’s trailer.

computer game

Click “USE” on this item card inside Favolina’s trailer.

feather duster

Click “USE” on this item card inside Favolina’s trailer.

guitar

Click “USE” on this item card inside Madley’s trailer.

saucepan

Click “USE” on this item card inside Favolina’s trailer.

scooter

Click “USE” on this item card inside Madley’s trailer.

skateboard

Click “USE” on this item card inside Madley’s trailer.

hat and apron

Click “PUT ON” to dress like a chef.

Scene 2
missing animals

Find all the animals on the list and return them one by one
to the animal keeper. The animals will be crossed off the
list as they’re returned.

meat

Give this to the lion by clicking on it.

fruit

Give this to the monkey by clicking on it.
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leaves

Give this to the giraffe by clicking on it.

grass

Give this to the elephant by clicking on it.

safari jacket

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.

Scene 3
missing buttons

Collect all the buttons on the list and return them to the
special effects man. Each time you collect a button, it will
be checked off the list.

cloud button

Find this in the Special Effects Department. Collect it and
give it to the special effects man.

rain button

Find this on the roof of the Special Effects Department.
Collect it and give it to the special effects man.

sun button

Find this on top of the monkey’s cage in the wildlife studio
(Scene 2). Collect it and give it to the special effects man.

snow button

Find this inside Favolina Jolly’s trailer (Scene 1). Collect it
and give it to the special effects man.

ski goggles

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.

Scene 4
piece of a diary page
(eight in total)

Collect all eight pieces of the diary page. There’s a piece
for every day of the week and an extra one with six
monthly calendars on it.

diary page

Click “EXAMINE” to see a close-up of the reassembled
diary page.

skateboard

Click “PICK UP” to carry this around with you.

Scene 5
astronaut costume

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item or “TAKE OFF” to remove
it. For the purposes of Adventure 2, swap it for the
firefighter costume.

firefighter costume

Click “TAKE OFF” to remove this item or “PUT ON” to wear
it. For the purposes of Adventure 2, swap it for the doctor
costume.

doctor costume

Click “TAKE OFF” to remove this item or “PUT ON” to wear
it. For the purposes of Adventure 2, swap it for the farmer
costume.
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farmer costume

Click “TAKE OFF” to remove this item or “PUT ON” to wear
it. For the purposes of Adventure 2, swap it for the police
officer costume.

police officer
costume

Click “TAKE OFF” to remove this item or “PUT ON” to wear
it.

crown

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.

Scene 6
mechanical T-Rex

Collect all the missing parts of the dinosaur. The gray
indicates which areas are missing—they turn to color when
the part is recovered.

T-Rex tail

Find this missing part from the mechanical T-Rex in Scene
6 and return it to the Director of Dino Park.

T-Rex jaws

Find this missing part from the mechanical T-Rex in Scene
5 and return it to the Director of Dino Park.

T-Rex claws

Find this missing part from the mechanical T-Rex in Scene
5 and return it to the Director of Dino Park.

T-Rex leg

doggie snacks

Find this missing part from the mechanical T-Rex in Scene
4 and return it to the Director of Dino Park.
Once you’ve picked up the dog from Scene 7, these snacks
can be used to make the dog dig in the ground. This has a
function in Scene 8 where the dog is needed to unearth a
snorkel from the sand. Click “USE” at the appropriate
time.

bone

Click “USE” on this item to coax out the dog from under
the house in Scene 7. The dog will then follow you for the
duration of the game.

dinosaur mask

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.

Scene 7

camera

This will allow you to take photos anywhere on the island.
Click “USE” on the item card then move the cursor and
click to take a photo. Click on one of the thumbnails at the
bottom to view a saved photo in full size. Click on it again
to return to the viewfinder or click “delete” to remove it
from the memory bank.
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Scene 8
list of missing props

Find all the props on the list and return them to Bob PropHunter. The items will be checked off the list as you collect
them.

fishing rod

Collect this and return it to Bob Prop-Hunter.

snorkel

Collect this and return it to Bob Prop-Hunter.

surfboard

Collect this and return it to Bob Prop-Hunter.

sail

Collect this and return it to Bob Prop-Hunter.

list of stunt actors

Use this to identify the stunt actors that Ouchy McTumble
wants to know about.

sunglasses

Click “PUT ON” to wear this item.
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